Kis sedona

While three-row SUVs are very popular, you still can't beat a minivan for family hauling duties.
Power-sliding rear doors make minivans a cinch for kids to get in and out, and a deep cargo
well behind the third-row seat gives you space for securing and hauling extra cargo. The Kia
Sedona builds on top of these traditional minivan strengths with expressive styling and a
pleasant interior. Even though this Sedona dates back a few years â€” it was last redesigned for
â€” Kia's minivan stacks up well against newer rivals. The overall impression of the cabin is one
of quality and comfort, with nicely textured plastics, soft leather and ample seat cushioning. The
Sedona also has one of the most intuitive infotainment systems around, plus a full complement
of advanced driving aids available on mid-trim models. Buyers on a budget should also be
satisfied with its competitive pricing. While the Chrysler Voyager is less expensive overall, the
price for the Sedona's mix of features can't be beat. While the Sedona doesn't have any fatal
flaws, it does have a slightly rougher ride and a little less cargo space than competitors. We
also expect a fully redesigned Sedona to come out next year. If you're looking for the most
up-to-date minivan, you might want to wait for Kia to pull the wraps off the redesigned version.
This version of the Kia Sedona debuted in Edmunds added one to our fleet for a one-year test
that covered more than 20, miles. We liked the Sedona, though it lagged behind competitors in
some areas, especially fuel economy. Kia has since made some improvements, but most of our
observations from that test still apply to the Sedona. Under the hood is a 3. Its upgrades
include:. Features on this package include:. Starting with the EX's contents, it adds:. Be the first
to write a review. The Honda Odyssey has been our favorite minivan since its latest generation
debuted in We're impressed by the Odyssey's high-quality interior materials and thoughtful
features, such as a vacuum cleaner and a rear-cabin camera for keeping an eye on the kids. The
Odyssey is generally more expensive than the Kia, but it's also a much nicer minivan. The
Toyota Sienna is fully redesigned for , complete with significantly upgraded interior
appointments and a hybrid powertrain. This is a minivan you'll want to keep an eye on, but the
next-generation Sedona â€” due for the model year â€” might give the new Sienna a run for its
money. The Chrysler Pacifica is a solid pick for a minivan. It's easy to fold its second-row seats
into the floor, allowing you to switch your family-hauling minivan into a cargo van in just a few
minutes. You can also get the Pacifica with all-wheel drive. The Sedona counters by offering
more advanced driver safety features as standard plus a longer warranty. The Kia Sedona is
offered in the following submodels: Sedona Minivan. Available styles include LX 4dr Minivan 3.
Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the Kia Sedona and all its trim types.
Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to
understand what other drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating
breakdowns including performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and
reliability are available as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why
customers like the Sedona. Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and
reviews for the Kia Sedona and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes
expert reviews and recommendations for the Sedona featuring deep dives into trim levels and
features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings,
road test and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and
more. This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers.
Our team drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating
how they drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like
you, so we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to
know if there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our
favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car
that fits your life. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from
our massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Kia Sedona. Edmunds has deep data on over 6
million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and
specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and
maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise
control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires,
wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to
compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior
features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating,
and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also

good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Home Kia Kia Sedona. Photos Select year - New - New. Other
years. Pros Distinctive SUV-like cockpit design Lots of features for the money Pleasantly quiet
cabin at highway speeds Cons Slightly less cargo capacity than in rivals Busy ride over rough
pavement and large bumps What's new The L trim level has been discontinued Part of the third
Sedona generation introduced for What's it like to live with? The LX is attractively priced, but its
list of equipment is pretty basic. The next-level EX is our preferred trim because it adds a wealth
of features and upgrades for a reasonable price bump. You can also add the EX Premium
package if you want more goodies without springing for the top-trim SX. Its upgrades include:
inch wheels Roof rails Keyless entry and ignition Remote-controlled sliding rear doors Rear
sunshades Leather-wrapped steering wheel Heated front seats Leather upholstery Three
charge-only USB ports A wireless charging pad Front and rear parking sensors alerts you to
obstacles that may not be visible behind or in front of the vehicle when parking Blind-spot
monitoring alerts you if a vehicle in the next lane is in your blind spot Rear cross-traffic alert
warns you if a vehicle behind you is about to cross your vehicle's path while in reverse The EX
Premium package bridges the gap between the EX and range-topping SX. Features on this
package include: Heated and power-folding mirrors Chrome exterior trim A sunroof A
hands-free liftgate An auto-dimming rearview mirror Tri-zone automatic climate control Driver
memory settings Four-way power lumbar adjustment for driver's seat A power-adjustable
passenger's seat A volt household-style power outlet Forward collision mitigation warns you of
an impending collision and applies the brakes in certain scenarios Lane departure warning
alerts you if the vehicle begins to drift out of its lane Adaptive cruise control maintains a
driver-set distance between the Sedona and the car in front SX The SX is the most luxe Sedona
available. Starting with the EX's contents, it adds: EX Premium package LED headlights A
noise-reducing windshield Selectable drive modes A heated steering wheel Ventilated front
seats An 8-inch touchscreen Voice recognition A navigation system An eight-speaker Harmon
Kardon audio system degree camera system gives you a top-down view of the Sedona and its
surroundings for tight parking situations. Read more. Find savings on the Sedona for sale near
you. ZIP Code. See Pricing. See all Sedona lease offers. Sponsored cars related to the Sedona.
Trending topics in reviews. Blind Spot Collision Warning Lets you know if there's a car in your
blind spot or if one is approaching when you're backing up. Forward Collision Avoidance
Detects if a head-on crash is imminent and applies the brakes to avoid or mitigate the crash.
Side Impact Test Good. Kia Sedona vs. Honda Odyssey The Honda Odyssey has been our
favorite minivan since its latest generation debuted in People who viewed this also viewed 3.
The Edmunds experts tested the Sedona both on the road and at the track. You probably care
about Kia Sedona fuel economy, so it's important to know that the Sedona gets an
EPA-estimated 21 mpg. What about cargo capacity? When you're thinking about carrying stuff
in your new car, keep in mind that the Sedona has And then there's safety and reliability. Learn
more. To determine whether the Kia Sedona is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer
reviews, which come from real owners and reveal what it's like to live with the Sedona. Look for
specific complaints that keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the Sedona's
average consumer rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're
wondering whether the Kia Sedona is a good car. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity
and feature availability should all be factors in determining whether the Sedona is a good car for
you. Check back soon for the official Edmunds Rating from our expert testing team Learn more.
Other versions include: LX 4dr Minivan 3. If you're interested in the Kia Sedona, the next
question is, which Sedona model is right for you? Sedona variants include LX 4dr Minivan 3.
What do people think of the Kia Sedona? Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have
compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Kia Sedona and all model years in our
database. Our Review Process This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team
of expert car reviewers. What's a good price for a New Kia Sedona? Which Kia Sedonas are
available in my area? Can't find a new Kia Sedonas you want in your area? Consider a broader
search. Why trust Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a Kia Sedona? Check out Kia lease specials.
Sign Up. Get price. MSRP excludes destination and handling charges, taxes, title, license,
options and dealer charges. Actual prices set by dealer and may vary. Not responsible for
typographical and computer errors. Some color, package, and option selections may include,
exclude, or require the purchase of additional options and packages. All exterior and interior
images and specifications contained on this website are based on latest product information
available at the time of posting and may vary slightly from actual product. See retailer for
details. Sedona offers the benefits of the ultimate passenger vehicle: a spacious cockpit, a
flexible interior with easy third row access, slide-n stow seats, available seating for eight, and
loads of amenities and style. Full of flexibility. For touch-free automatic opening, stand behind

your Sedona. Easily fold the second row upright while the third row conveniently stows under
the floor, for ample space without removing any seats. The available tri-zone automatic climate
control features driver, front-passenger, and rear zone temperature settings. Available heated
and ventilated front seats offer three heating levels to warm you up and three fan settings to
cool you down. Available inch machine-finish alloy wheels provide an aggressive stance and
striking first impression. Continue to receive your compatible smartphone services through the
color display. A bright 7-inch color touch-screen makes it easy to use an upgraded
voice-activated infotainment and telematics system. The nerve center of the vehicle is the
available voice-command navigation. Global Labels. Not all optional features available on all
trims. Some features may vary. Standard on SX. FCA may not detect every object in front of the
vehicle. Always drive safely and use caution. Standard 8-Passenger Seating Configuration.
Available Auto Emergency Braking Technology. Build yours. Smart features for smooth sailing.
Sedona Above and beyond for your family. Learn More. View All Reviews Here. Anti-Pinch
Sliding Doors. Seating Options. Cooling Glove Box. Tri-Zone Climate Control. Heated and
Ventilated Front Seats. Stain-Resistant Fabric. The sleek, powerful design of Sedona breaks
convention and commands attention. Black Mesh Grille. Dark Metallic Mesh Grille.
Power-Folding Outside Mirrors. Heated Outside Mirrors. Body-Color Exterior Door Handles.
Chrome Exterior Door Handles. Smart Welcome. Power Sunroof. Solar Control Glass, Front
Windshield. Sound-Absorbing Windshield Glass. Rear Privacy Glass. Dual Power Sliding Rear
Doors. Smart Sliding Rear Doors. Variable Intermittent Windshield Wipers. Projector Beam
Headlights. Auto Light Control. LED Positioning Lights. Projector Beam Front Fog Lights. LED
Rear Taillights. Roof Rails. Rear Spoiler. Locking Fuel-Filler Door. Tire Size. Voice Recognition.
Rapid-Charge USB 2. Wireless Phone Charger. Rear-Camera Display. Trip Computer. Active Eco
System. Tilt and Telescopic Steering Column. Power Door Locks. Remote Keyless Entry. Air
Conditioning. Dual Glove Boxes. Sunglasses Holder. Conversation Mirror. Dual Illuminated
Visor Vanity Mirrors. Integrated 2nd and 3rd-Row Window Sunshades. Leather Seat Trim.
Front-Passenger Chauffeur Seat Switch. Heated Front Seats. Ventilated Front Seats.
Leather-Wrapped Gearshift Knob. Leather-Wrapped Steering Wheel. Heated Steering Wheel.
Metal-Style Door Trim. Carpeted Floor Mats. Height: without Roof Rails. Ground Clearance. Fully
Optioned. Engine Type. Engine Displacement. Engine Valve Train. Engine Compression Ratio.
Engine Fuel Delivery System. Transmission Type. Fuel Tank Capacity. Body Type. Steel
Unibody. Steering Type. Hydraulic Power Steering. Front Suspension Type. Rear Suspension
Type. Independent, Multi-link, Struts and Coil Springs. Vehicle Turning Circle Curb-to-Curb.
Towing Capacity. Braking System. Front Ventilated Brake Disc Diameter. Rear Solid Brake Disc
Diameter. Dual Front Advanced Airbags. Full-Length Side Curtain Airbags. Rollover Mitigation
ROM. Front Seat-Belt Pretensioners. Side-Impact Door Beams. Front and Rear Crumple Zones.
Rear Child-Safety Door Locks. The power operated, side-view mirrors feature the sleek
integration of LED turn-signal indicators. To handle tight parking situations, the power-folding
outside mirrors conveniently fold in. Heating elements in the glass help keep frost off the
mirrors to improve visibility. The body-color exterior door handles preserve the smooth, clean
lines of your Sedona. These chrome exterior door handles add a touch of elegance to Sedona's
exterior. Included in the optional EX Premium Package. On models equipped with
Power-Folding Outside Mirrors, the outside mirrors automatically unfold to prepare for
departure. Solar Control Glass reduces interior heat buildup on sunny daysâ€”helping to keep
you cool. Glass on the windshield and front-door windows reduces interior heat buildup so that
you can keep your cool. A thin film fixed between layers of glass helps the windshield to reduce
wind noise penetration at higher speeds. Rear privacy glass reduces heat buildup and offers
some privacy for the rear-seat and cargo areas. Heating elements help defrost or melt snow
from the rear window. There's also a convenient automated shut-off system to prevent
overheating. Left and right sliding doors can be opened and closed with the push of a button.
Control them from inside or remotely with the Smart Keyâ€”allowing for easy, effortless entry
and exit. With the Smart Key in your pocket, you can open the power sliding doors with a
conveniently located button on the door handle. Stand behind the Sedona with your Smart Key
and the liftgate opens automatically for you. Customize your liftgate height to fit your ceilings,
reach, and other comfort needs. Front intermittent windshield wipers are convenient on rainy
days. Projector Beam Headlights offer enhanced illumination, enabling you to better detect
obstacles and the road ahead. High Beam Assist HBA can detect approaching vehicles and will
automatically dim your headlights from high to low beam. Please be aware of your surroundings
and exercise proper road etiquette when operating a vehicle using the high beams. The Auto
Light Control offers the convenience of having the headlights adjust to the level of outdoor
light. Shimmering LEDs add a new level of elegance to the Sedona. Projector Beam Fog Lights
are integrated into the lower front fascia for a sleek, distinctive look. Durable, energy-efficient

LED fog lights add another level of style and functionality with brilliant illumination and striking
color. The LED rear taillights add a stylish touch while providing enhanced visibility. The
available silver roof rails offer a variety of options for mounting accessories. Complementing
the Sedona's sporty look, the body-color rear spoiler is high style. The electric remote locking
fuel-filler door helps secure closure. Silver finish inch alloy wheels add a distinct look to the
Sedona EX. The Sedona SX features bright, inch machine finish alloy wheels for standout style.
Normal cellular service rates will apply. Only use UVO eServices when safe to do so. Kia Motors
America, Inc. Message and data rates may apply. Cellular and GPS coverage is required to use
most features. UVO eServices features may vary by model, model year, and trim level. Features
and specifications are subject to change. Google and logos are trademarks of Google, Inc. App
Store is a service mark of Apple, Inc. If you decide to continue service after your trial, the
subscription plan you choose will automatically renew thereafter and you will be charged
according to your chosen payment method at then-current rates. Fees and taxes apply. All fees
and programming are subject to change. Traffic information not available in all markets.
Caution: Do not enter information into the navigation system while the vehicle is moving.
Failure to pay attention to travel conditions and vehicle operation while the vehicle is in motion
could result in loss of vehicle control. Operate the system only when it is safe to do so. Data
plan rates apply. A built-in DVD player and device mirroring to stream your favorite shows with
your compatible smartphone or tablet, is the perfect way to keep rear passengers happy.
Dash-mounted tweeters offer crisp clarity, completing the Sedona's high-performing audio
system. These intuitively mounted controls allow you to maintain your focus on the road and
keep both hands on the wheel. Drivers should remain attentive to driving and always exercise
caution when using the steering wheel-mounted controls while driving. Simply activate with a
long press of the voice-recognition button on the steering wheel. Control your UVO connectivity
system with your voice. Please check with dealer. Cable sold separately. Stay powered up. Two
powerful 2. An additional port is available for the 3rd-row passengers. Charge a compatible
smartphone wirelessly, just by placing it on the front console tray. No cords or wires needed.
Refer to the vehicle's Owner's Manual for warnings and instructions. Two outlets at the front
and one in the cargo area put portable power in reach, wherever you need it. A V power inverter
outlet provides even more convenience to the drive. Located at the rear of the center console.
The Sedona offers a second V Power Inverter outlet in the cargo area behind the 3rd-row seats.
Put the transmission into reverse and the Rear-Camera Display will show a live image of what's
behind your vehicle. For added convenience, a vehicle footprint that shows bumper width is
superimposed in the display. The Rear-Camera Display is not a substitute for proper and safe
backing-up procedures. Always drive safely and use caution when backing up. The
Rear-Camera Display may not display every object behind the vehicle. Improved contrast in low
light conditions and vibrant color mean even brighter and sharper images than a comparable
Liquid-Crystal Display LCD. The trip computer displays your fuel efficiency, remaining fuel
range, and other helpful information. The Active Eco System proactively controls parts of the
engine, transmission, and air conditioning to realize optimal fuel economy. To suit your driving
mood, Drive Mode Select DMS adjusts shift points and steering feel for a customizable driving
experience. To ensure proper positioning and optimal driver comfort, the tilt and telescopic
steering column offers near-infinite adjustment for any driver. Standard power-operated front
and 2nd-row windows include one-touch auto-up and auto-down for the driver. For ultimate
convenience, 1st and 2nd row passenger windows feature one-touch auto-up and auto-down.
Power door locks come standard on the Sedona. Remote keyless entry offers the convenience
of opening and locking your Sedona with the press of a button on the key fob. The key also
folds into itself for an easier, more comfortable fit in your pocket or purse. Even with the
available Smart Key tucked in your purse or pocket, you can start or stop your Sedona at the
push of a buttonâ€”or lock and unlock doors from the outside. Also incorporated is a vehicle
immobilizer, which prevents the vehicle from starting without the Smart Key. Sedona's air
conditioning offers the convenience of separate controls for the front and rear passenger areas.
The Tri-zone Automatic Climate Control System offers individualized temperature for the driver,
front passenger, and rear-seat passengers. The cluster ionizer helps to clean the cabin air and
keep the interior smelling fresh. Production model may vary. Separate, upper and lower glove
boxes give you more efficient storage. The lower glove box provides the unexpected
convenience of keeping items chilledâ€”a handy feature on a warm day. The Sedona's center
console offers both the comfort of a padded armrest and the convenience of added storage for
your belongings. A removable sliding upper tray allows storage for larger items like a purse. For
even more convenience, the console includes a power outlet a
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t the bottom of the storage space. Plus, there is an available V inverter. Twelve cup holders
placed throughout Sedona allow everyone to enjoy a beverage easily within reach. In addition to
the 8 cup holders, front and rear doors offer four convenient locations for bottled drinks. The
Interior Rearview Mirror offers two modes, one for daytime and one for nighttime driving. The
Auto-Dimming Rearview Mirror reduces glare automatically. The Interior Lighting with Delay
feature illuminates the interior upon entry and exit. Once the door is closed, the lamps gradually
dim. The sunglasses holder allows you to conveniently stow your glasses in the center console
when not in use. The integrated conversation mirror lets you monitor activity in the rear seats
without having to turn around. Both you and your front-seat passenger will enjoy the benefit of
having your own visor vanity mirror with illumination. All rear-seat passengers will enjoy
protection from the sun with the available sunshades.

